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Abstract

Large language model classifiers do not directly
offer transparency: it is not clear why one class
is chosen over another. In this work, summaries
explaining the suicide risk level assigned us-
ing a fine-tuned mental-roberta-base model
are generated from key phrases extracted us-
ing SHAP explainability using Mistral-7B. The
training data for the classifier consists of all
Reddit posts of a user in the University of Mary-
land Reddit Suicidality Dataset, Version 2, with
their suicide risk labels along with selected fea-
tures extracted from each post by the Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC-22) tool. The
resulting model is used to make predictions re-
garding risk on each post of the users in the
evaluation set of the CLPsych 2024 shared task,
with a SHAP explainer used to identify the
phrases contributing to the top scoring, correct
and severe risk categories. Some basic stoplist-
ing is applied to the extracted phrases, along
with length based filtering, and a locally run
version of Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 is used to
create summaries from the highest value (based
on SHAP) phrases.

1 Introduction

With the ability to use large language models
(LLMs) to classify people’s suicide risk level
comes the need for transparency: artificial intel-
ligence (AI) has been known to learn incorrect pat-
terns and make incorrect generalizations (Narla
et al., 2018). To this end, especially in a sensitive
domain such as mental health, insight into the rea-
sons for the prediction made is required to allow
an expert to look through the output and correct it
as needed. In this work, we employ SHAP values
to extract phrases contributing to the LLM’s deci-
sion regarding suicide level risk which we further
summarize using locally run generative AI to offer
an explanation for the suicide risk level assigned.

The CLPsych 2024 shared task (Chim et al.,
2024) explores the use of LLMs in order to find

evidence within text supporting an assigned suicide
risk level. The University of Maryland Reddit Sui-
cidality Dataset version 2 dataset, which was made
available to participants, contains user-linked posts
from Reddit annotated for level of suicide risk la-
belled on a four point scale (no risk, low, moderate,
and severe risk) as described in (Shing et al., 2018)
and (Zirikly et al., 2019). The evidence supporting
the risk level could be supplied in one of two ways:

1. By highlighting the relevant portions of posts.

2. By summarizing the evidence into a short ex-
planation.

For the first task, we fine-tune a pre-trained
Reddit based mental health model for suicide risk
level classification and extract SHAP value based
phrases which represent the highest contributors
to the decision. For the second task, a subset of
the phrases extracted from the first task is used
as part of a prompt to a generative AI algorithm
which is instructed to produce a summary focusing
on the aspects highlighted in the task definition,
namely: emotions, cognitions, behaviour and mo-
tivation, interpersonal and social support, mental
health related issues and additional risk factors.

2 Related work

The approach is composed of two distinct phases:
(1) fine-tuning of a suicide risk classifier, and (2)
generation of a summary. The work also explores
the integration of additional psycholinguistic based
information and transparency via explainability.

2.1 Detection of mental health state

Online social media is increasingly used by users
to share a variety of user-generated or user-curated
information, including publishing of personal sta-
tus updates and engaging in topic-specific chan-
nels (Wongkoblap et al., 2017). Language use
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has been shown to change depending on a per-
son’s mental health state (Coppersmith et al., 2015),
fuelling the creation of classifiers based on so-
cial media posts with Reddit forming a frequently
used resource due to the presence of topic-specific
channels, subreddits, such as r/SuicideWatch,
r/depression.

Increased prediction performance has been ob-
served when language models (LMs) used targetted
texts in training, for example PsychBERT, a special-
ized BERT model trained on PubMed papers in the
domain of psychology, psychiatry, mental health,
and behavioral health and social media conversa-
tions about mental health (Vajre et al., 2021), or
MentalBERT and MentalRoBERTa, which trained
BERT and RoBERTa models respectively based on
data from social forums for mental health discus-
sion (Ji et al., 2022). The models were fine-tuned
for classification of a number of mental health con-
ditions and evaluated on standard datasets, and
therefore lend themselves to fine-tuning for suicide
risk level classification.

2.2 Generative AI system
Generative AI is frequently used in chatbots, where
an AI system is generating its own, new, responses
to hold a conversation with a human participant.
The knowledge they hold stems from the wide va-
riety of training data used to create such models;
non-open-source models, such as GPT-4 (OpenAI
et al., 2023) or PaLM (Chowdhery et al., 2022),
do not share exact details of their training data or
their architectures, however open source models,
such as LLaMA-2 (Touvron et al., 2023) or Mis-
tral (Jiang et al., 2023) can be deployed in local
environments, enabling customisation with partic-
ular datasets while preserving data privacy. Their
suitability for the mental health domain can be ob-
served, for example, in the number of mental-health
chatbot apps (Haque and Rubya, 2023).

2.3 Linguistic Inquiry Word Count
Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) is a com-
puting software used to extract features for mental
health studies (Pennebaker and King, 1999). It
has been used widely in research related to mental
health condition identification. Chen et al. (2018)
trained a log-linear classier, using LIWC as one
of the feature sets to detect mental issues, while
Sekulic et al. (2018) used LIWC features to pre-
dict bipolar disorder. In the social media domain,
Coppersmith et al. (2015) extracted LIWC features

from Twitter data to examine various mental health
conditions.

2.4 Transparency of LMs

Surrogate models, such as LIME (Ribeiro et al.,
2016) and SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017), tweak
a model’s input slightly to explore the change in
prediction. This enables them to highlight words
/ phrases which are particularly significant to a
specific decision within a black box model such
as a LM, with SHAP enabling straightforward ex-
traction of important phrases from multi-class text
based classifiers.

3 Method

The creation of short summaries describing the
mental health state and depression risk of users is
of a two step design: (1) a deep learning classifier
is built for risk level prediction, which provides
access to important phrases in each post, and (b) a
subset of such phrases is summarized by a genera-
tive AI system.

3.1 Classification of suicide risk level

The provided data contains an expert assigned sui-
cide risk level alongside numerous Reddit posts
made by these users. The posts span a relatively
short time frame, with the earliest posts in the data
from 2015-09-01 and the latest 2016-01-29. While
a person’s mental health state may change over
time, we make the assumption that over the time pe-
riod covered by the data, their mental health state,
and specifically their suicide risk level, has not
changed. Therefore, each post made by the user
is assigned the same risk level label. The data is
balanced and a stratified 70 / 30 split is created to
yield training and evaluation datasets: the data is
only stratified by risk level, not user, as (a) indi-
vidual posts of a user are not linked, and (b) the
ultimate goal is not risk level prediction. Each post
is converted to a single text, by concatenating the
title and body as follows: Title: . . . Body: . . .

The classifier is built by fine-tuning
mental/mental-roberta-base, a moderately-
sized pre-trained language model which has been
trained using mental health-related posts on top
of RoBERTa-Base (cased_L-12_H-768_A-12) (Ji
et al., 2022). Early stopping is applied, which
allows (limited) exploration of hyperparameters,
specifically the learning rate, as well as the (best
portion of) input data.
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LIWC Description
affiliation Desire for connection
allnone Certainty
tone_neg Negative tone
emotion Emotion
emo_neg Negative emotion
emo_sad Sadness emotion
mental Mental health behaviour
allure Persuasiveness
feeling Feeling

Table 1: Selected LIWC features with description

3.1.1 Inclusion of LIWC information

LIWC-22 (Boyd et al., 2022) is used to extract
additional information from each post. The most
informative of these features (see below) are in-
tegrated into the training phase of the classifier.
LIWC uses word counting to determine the percent-
age of words indicative of specific psychological
constructs or categories within a text. The words of
interest (such as personal pronouns) are based on
internal dictionaries, with LIWC-22’s dictionary
containing over over 12,000 words associated with
the selected psychologically relevant categories, re-
sulting in values for 119 different features output
for each post.

Many of the features are relatively sparse for the
current dataset, enabling feature reduction to be
performed. Standard statistics of each feature were
explored, as were correlations with risk categories.
Statistical information was extracted from data con-
strained to specific risk categories: i.e. all posts of
a user were assigned the user’s risk category, and
the mean value of each LIWC feature was com-
puted. Features with a monotonically increasing
mean across risk categories were included in the fi-
nal selection shown in Table 1; the description was
used to construct a phrase which was prepended to
the post information. Since LMs do not interpret
numbers well, values below a feature’s mean were
converted to low and above the mean were consid-
ered high. Thus a post with the title "I feel sad"
and body "It’s that time of year" with an associated
LIWC score of 0.3 for the emo_sad feature (which
has a mean of 0.12) becomes: High emotional sad-
ness. Title: I feel sad. Body: It’s that time of year.
This augmented input is used to train a suicide risk
classifier as described in Section 3.1.

3.1.2 Extraction of important phrases
SHAP values are a game theory based approach to
gaining insights into the predictions made by ma-
chine learning by producing an explanation based
on feature contributions towards the final deci-
sion (Lundberg and Lee, 2017). The approach is
model agnostic and can be applied to all machine
learning models including neural networks. For a
multiclass problem, such as suicide risk classifica-
tion, the partition explainer can be used to compute
the SHAP values for each text. These values ex-
plain the impact of unmasking each word to the
final prediction (see official SHAP example in Fig-
ure 1 from https://shap.readthedocs.io).

For a given user, phrases highlighted by SHAP
as contributing to the highest suicide risk pre-
diction were extracted from each post in the
r/SuicideWatch subreddit.1 Words between se-
lected phrases were added if their contribution was
low to other classes, increasing the quantity of con-
tinuous text. I.e. for the example shown in Figure 1,
feeling and hopeless would be extracted initially
and so would be added to produce the highlighted
phrase feeling so hopeless. Any phrases consisting
of at most a single content word alongside 0 or
more (nltk) stoplist words are removed.

3.2 Generation of summary

Locally run generative AI was explored for the
purpose of building a summary based on the
important phrases extracted in Section 3.1.2.
For each user, the phrases were ordered by
decreasing length and the longest phrases were
retained until a pre-specified length limit was
reached. A number of prompts was explored
with the meta-llama/Llama-2-13b-chat-hf
model (Touvron et al., 2023), however, the
model was found to be hard to (a) restrict to
a specific maximum length, and (b) stop from
deteriorating into a more social media style.
The mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1
model (Jiang et al., 2023), which uses sliding-
window attention, did not suffer from the same
problems. The instruction given to the model was

Summarize the (1) emotions, (2) cog-
nitions, (3) social support, (4) mental
health issues and (5) conceptual risk fac-
tors (one average length sentence for

1Note that posts were uniformly shortened for the explainer
until post length matched the explainer’s expectations – for
the majority of posts, this corresponded to 512 tokens.
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Figure 1: Example showing contributions of words towards final prediction of emotion (example from https:
//shap.readthedocs.io, not CLPsych dataset)

each of the five factors) indicating de-
pressed or suicidal thoughts in following
phrases:

followed by the subset of phrases identified above.
The prompt may be considered relatively complex,
however prompts such as Generate a 250 word sum-
mary based on the following excerpts explaining
why the following phrases may indicate depressed
or suicidal thought: frequently failed to address
one or more of the requested five aspects. Since no
data was available for optimization, the model was
used with its default parameter values.

4 Results and discussion

Optimization, with early stopping, was performed
over learning rate, the quantity of data used in train-
ing and inclusion or exclusion of LIWC informa-
tion. The training data was balanced and the best
performing model, at 51% (over a balanced eval-
uation dataset which included all 4 classes), was
found to be using expert data only with LIWC in-
formation included with a learning rate of 2− e6.

The pipeline, starting from risk level classifica-
tion, through extraction of important phrases and
ending with summary generation, was run for all
125 users in the evaluation set. While important
phrases were extracted from all posts, only the
highlights that were used in summary generation
were submitted, alongside summaries, resulting in
some submissions having empty highlights for spe-
cific posts (but having a non empty summary, as
this was generated from posts which were deemed
more informative). Fourteen users were therefore
submitted with empty highlights for at least one
post (21 posts, out of 166 posts, in total): this af-
fects the overall metrics for the system shown in
Table 2. When computed only over the 111 users
with a submitted set of complete highlights, the

Recall HM Mean consistency
Value 0.850 0.896 0.934

Table 2: Results of the INF@UoS system

recall increases to 0.958.2 Interestingly, mean con-
sistency is identical (to 2 d.p.) for users where
posts other than those in the test set were used to
summarize evidence (i.e. users with empty high-
lights). To reiterate, empty highlights forming part
of the submission do not mean that SHAP failed
to extract important phrases from the appropriate
post, only that other posts by the same author were
selected for summary generation – extracted SHAP
phrases were not submitted if they were not used
for evidence generation.

After the competition, manual analysis was per-
formed of the summarized evidence and the ex-
tracted highlights. Note that the official summaries
and highlights were not released, so the results
presented are only our judgements. The evalua-
tion set contained 125 users: 39% of the submitted
summaries were complete sentences summarizing
the requested aspects of its inputs, 39% were also
good summaries, but rather than sentences, they
consisted of lists (such as "Emotions: hopelessness,
loneliness"). 4% answered each point with an ex-
act quote from the SHAP phrases and 8% were a
mix of quotes from posts and generated text. Also
relevant were 3% of summaries which in addition
contained information which wasn’t linked to the
required points – such as a basic sentence contain-
ing only the person’s age (e.g. "They are 30 years
old."). The remaining summaries were either par-
tial (2%), or probably too general, appearing to out-
line importance of the various aspects for suicide
risk evaluation. Only one summary was nonsensi-

2Note that this is not comparable to the overall results for
other teams.
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cal and all summaries were within the permitted
length, with a mean of 85 words.

Since the summarized evidence is generated
from SHAP extracted phrases, 25% of these (136
highlights) were also manually explored. While
88% appeared OK (in this we include highlights
which were not clearly supporting suicide risk
judgement alone, but they complemented other se-
lected highlights), a large portion contained frag-
ments within the highlight: such as portions of a
previous or following sentence, or ending at a point
where is was clear how the fragment continued but
with the end missing (e.g. ". . . one way or"). Some
fragment highlights were also not entire sentences
from the original post, but they were a self con-
tained sentence. The remaining sources of error
were either fragments that were too short to carry
enough meaning (5%), fragments that - due to their
selection - were inconsistent (1%), and highlights
which didn’t appear pertinent to the assessment of
someone’s risk of suicide (6%).

5 Conclusion and future work

We have shown the utility of SHAP explainabil-
ity for the extraction of important phrases from
text for the purpose of transparency within a text
based suicide risk level classifier. Mistral 7B per-
forms well for summary generation in this domain,
retaining text integrity and producing minimal hal-
lucinations.

Further investigations are required as to the con-
tribution of the LIWC tool to the changes of SHAP
extracted phrases, alongside a comparison with a
one step (rather than the two step, SHAP + Mistral)
summary generation process. Ablation tests eval-
uating changes to each step of the pipeline would
also bring more insights.

In future work, the quality of highlights selected
by SHAP could be improved by ensuring complete
sentences surrounding the highlight are extracted.

6 Limitations

Some assumptions are made in this work, resulting
in a number of limitations. We assume that the
user’s mental health state has not changed over the
period of time the posts are from. While the period
from which the posts were gathered was deemed
short, this may not always hold. In addition, all
posts of a user were included in training, including
posts from subreddits other than r/SuicideWatch.
It is unclear whether the variability in length as

well as topic and emphasis may not be affecting the
performance of the resulting classifier. Currently,
the length of posts is limited to the max length of
the model; recent models (such as MentalXLNet
and MentalLongformer (Ji et al., 2023)), which
allow longer contexts should be explored.

The integration of LIWC data is not optimized:
large language models are not designed for inter-
preting numeric content, and the integration of an
approach capable of understanding numeric values
may result in better classifier results. The SHAP
values produced highlight correlations between fea-
tures (words) and the classification category. How-
ever, individual behaviours may be different, and a
feature which is indicative of a low risk with other
person may not be so with another.

Lastly, using generative AI in a sensitive domain
is risky due to its ability to hallucinate.
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